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Is this answer helpful?

Best Answer: Cold is the absence of heat (molecular motion). 
Nothing holds cold; materials that are well insulated and that 
have been massively cooled can stay cold longer than other 
materials. Stone is indeed used for thermal (heat) storage: it has 
a high thermal capacity.

answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100525075805AAHdBF0

what metal or material holds cold the longest? | Yahoo
Answers

what metal or material holds cold the longest? | Yahoo
Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20100525075805AAHdBF0
May 24, 2010 · Best Answer: Cold is the absence of heat (molecular motion). Nothing
holds cold; materials that are well insulated and that have been massively cooled can
stay cold longer than other materials. Stone is indeed used for thermal (heat) storage: it
has a high thermal capacity.
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What metal or material will stay cold best after beinâ€¦Aug 04, 2009Status: Resolved
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See more results

What is the coldest freezer pack material that can stay ...
www.physicsforums.com › â€¦ › Materials and Chemical Engineering
Sep 29, 2014 · What is the coldest freezer pack material that can stay ... It should also
ideally stay cold for ... I think technically a lot of the phase change materials being ...

MORPHO Cooling Packs Stay Cold for Hours | Medgadget
https://www.medgadget.com/2009/04/morpho_cooling_packs_stay_cold...
Salitas, a company out of North Yorkshire, UK, has developed a pretty amazing material
that can do wonders for heat management. Use a cold pack made from the material, and
you'll get a temperature of 7°C to 12°C for up to four hours.

Is there a material / chemical that will freeze or get ...
https://www.reddit.com/r/askscience/comments/2zp748/is_there_a...
Peltier cooling is based on thermoelectric materials, which convert heat to electricity. A
thermoelectric is a semiconducting material with rather low thermal conductivity, so the
hot part stays hot and the cold part stays cold longer before the material balances.
Charge carriers in the material want to diffuse to the hot end.

Material That Stays Cold - quicktradeimpex.com
quicktradeimpex.com/reads-online/material-that-stays-cold.pdf
Document Read Online Material That Stays Cold Material That Stays Cold - In this site
is not the similar as a answer reference book you buy in a record

Please Help - Does anyone know of any compound,
material ...
https://groups.google.com/d/topic/sci.chem/m2GB3U2n4wU
Does anyone know of any compound, material, substance that stays cold (or below zero)
for very long time at room temperature per mass ? If anyone can point me in the right
direction, or provide that info, i would appreciate it very much.

What material stays cold forever - Answers.com
www.answers.com › WikiAnswers ® › Categories › Uncategorized
Many people experience their hands feeling cold non stop. There are many different
reasons this could be happening. Vitamin deficiencies, auto immune diseases, and poor
blood â€¦ circulation, are the most common causes.

'Wonder material' stays cool - nanotechweb.org
nanotechweb.org/cws/article/tech/42254
Apr 08, 2010 · Technology update. Apr 8, 2010 'Wonder material' stays cool.
Researchers have measured the thermal conductivity of graphene using a â€¦
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